SHOULD YOU
ADOPT A
MOBILE FIRST
STRATEGY?

MOBILE FIRST CONSUMER
& SOCIAL APPS
If you’re building a consumer or social app, you’re in the
“hits” business. Most of these apps fail, but the
consumer apps that do succeed have astronomical
exits.

MOBILE FIRST BUSINESS
& PRODUCTIVITY APPS
If you’re building a mobile first business or productivity
app, you can implement proven freemium and SaaS
business models. There is a formula for building
successful mobile first business apps, but exits tend to
be smaller relative to consumer apps.

WHATSAPP

acquired for $19B

INSTAGRAM

acquired for $1B

LINE

IPO for $8.6B

SWIFTKEY

acquired for $250M

QUIP

acquired for $750M

ACCOMPLI

acquired for $200M

SUNRISE

acquired for $100M

MAILBOX

acquired for $100M

WHAT TYPE OF MOBILE
APP ARE YOUR DEVELOPING?
BUSINESS APP?

CONSUMER APP?

Are you building a
mobile e-commerce
(m-commerce) app?

Is your app centered
around original
content you publish?

NO

YES

NO

SEO DRIVES REVENUE

Are you looking to extend
the features of an existing
enterprise or business
application to mobile?

NO

YES

Are you building
a mobile game?

You’ll miss out on search traffic if
you don’t have a companion
responsive web application for
search engines to index.

YES

YES

YOU’RE NOT
MOBILE FIRST

GOOD LUCK

Mobile first experiences that
WOW have zero constraints.

Most mobile games fail to
become profitable businesses.

Does your app make
field sales or service
reps more productive?

YES

Are you building a
communications
or social app?

NO

NO

Will users enter lots of
text or analyze lots of
data from within your
app?

YES

NO

Will you charge a monthly
subscription fee?

YES

YES

Is your app
a utility that enhances
standard smartphone
features?

NO

BEWARE OF TAXES

NO

YES

Are you building a
marketplace or sharing
economy product?

NO

YES

Will a web-based product be
easier or faster to use for
some use cases?

TA
30 %X

YES
App stores take a
30% cut off your
subscription fee.
Avoid the app store
tax by creating a web
portal that allows your
customers to manage
their subscriptions.

NO

Will your app connect to
external sensors or internet
of things (IoT) devices?

NO

BUILD
WEB & MOBILE APPS

While a mobile first strategy is
the right approach for many
products, your product's end
user experience will benefit
from a web application that
allows power users to complete
tasks and user flows quicker.

Do any core features require
mobile sensors like the camera,
GPS, accelerometer,
microphone or touchscreen?

NO

YES

Are you building a mobile first
app just because it’s cool?

YES

YOU GET
WHAT YOU PAY FOR

YES

NO

Are you willing pay market rate for
an experienced mobile designer?

NO

If you want to embrace
mobile first principles,
you need to budget the
cost of an experienced
mobile designer. Good
mobile designers range
from $5K to over $50K
depending on their
location and the scope
of your app.

YES

GO MOBILE FIRST!

WOW your customers,
colleagues and stakeholders.
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